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About VisNed

National Association of Demersal Fish Producer Organisations
• Embedded in European Fisheries

• Fishery Policy
• all CFP related issues

• Spatial Planning
• Sustainability, Market Issues + Certification
• Social and Technical Issues and Innovation

• Green Deal on Waste Recovery Reduction and Recycling
• Innovations improving sustainability

• Engagement in Science
• Data gathering and engagement in ICES process



About EAPO

• 38 member POs from 10 EU Member States 
• Founded in 1980 
• 10,000 vessels, 3.5 mln tonnes and € 3 billion first sale value 

• Every recognised Fish PO in the EU member can become a member



About EAPO
• EAPO’s objectives:

• Assist the members in fulfilling their key role as a PO 
• achieving  objectives of Common Fishery Policy and Common Market Organisation 

• Provide advice to the members 
• on the management of their Production and Marketing Plans.

• Improve the relationship between European PO’s 
• common grounds addressing challenges for European fisheries, 
• particularly in respect of Marketing and other specific tasks of the PO’s.

• EAPO is the recognised body representing PO’s with:
• Member States, / Fisheries Ministers Council, 
• European Parliament 
• European Commission 



Representing a variety of fisheries
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It’s about fishermen and their  families
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Fisheries feeds the world
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Fishing for different markets
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The European Union

Development of Fisheries Policy
• National Fisheries inside 12 Nautical Miles

• Mare Liberum outside 12 Nm

• Common Fisheries Policy in Union Waters since 1983
• EU member states as UNCLOS signatories

• Internal 200 Mile or Median except for fisheries



Why a common policy is a necessity

• The North Western part of the 
EU Example
– A jig-saw of complex agreements 

would have been necessary

• Fish is a common resource
– NorthSea 2.000 tonnes / € 2 billion

• CFP developed when EU had 9 
member states



Why a common policy is a necessity

• CFP> Eight member states and 
Norway, Iceland  and Faroese 
Islands

• CFP with
– Joint management
– Common Resource
– Common Sea

• Joint EU position provides 
leverage in negotiations with 
third countries



Brexit and Common Fisheries Policy 

• After Brexit a ‘new reality’ will 
develop

• Seven member states and UK, 
Iceland  Norway and Faroese 
Islands

• EU will become a much smaller 
and therefore underlying party 
in fisheries negotiations



Regionalisation

• EU grew to 28 members so need for regionalisation
• First steps in CFP revision 2002

• Adjustment in 2013 CFP revision

• Establishment of Advisory Councils
• 60% Fisheries Reps 40% other interests
• 10 in total : 7 Regional, 1 Pelagic, 1 Markets and 1 Aquaculture
• Member states Groupings per Sea basin followed



Regionalisation



External Influences on the policy

• The role of European Parliament  has changed
• co decision on all legislation except TAC setting

• Increased lobbying activities in Brussels
• Especially by NGO’s

• Increasingly USA mecenas’ financed

• Fisheries presence has not kept pace



EU Fisheries Management

• Science based: ICES and STECF as principal advisors
• System based on Total Allowable Catches

– Except Mediterranean Sea
– Divided over member states in accordance with Relative Stability

• Catches 1973-1976 used as a baseline

• Growth of fleet and landings in the 80’s and early 90’s
– Followed by 50% fleet reduction last decade previous century

• Very complex regulation on technical measures



Development of TAC setting

• Until 1998: management based on ‘Safe Biological Minimum’ (a.k.a Blim en Flim)

• 1998-2010: management based on Precautionary Principle (a.k.a Bpa en Fpa)

• 2010-2015: management in transition to Maximum Sustainable Yield (a.k.a Fmsy and
Bmsy or Btrigger msy)

• since 2015: full MSY (F vs B) also in Mixed Fisheries
– Management on LCD navigating uncharted waters towards the unknown values of Bmsy



Maximum Sustainable Yield

Stock

‘Interest’ (=catch)

Catch the interest, leave the  Amount intact



The Example of North Sea Plaice



Complex Politicised process

• Scientific data form the basis of decision making process
• European Commission ‘fishing opportunities’ paper early summer
• European Commission concrete TAC proposals in autumn
• Negotiations with third countries during autumn
• European Ministers decide on TAC setting in December

– Intense negotiations for 48+ hours
– Behind closed doors, industry and NGO’s in hotels nearby



Varieties in National Systems

• Fixed part of the European TAC for member state
• Producer Organisations at the core of national systems
• Distinct national and local flavours

– Deeply involved (North Western Europe) or discussion partner only
– Small cooperative management systems or Larger organisations

• PO’s with 8 members and with PO’s with 800 members

• But PO’s have another primary role
– obtaining best price
– Production and Marketing Plans are new instrument 



Industry Science Partnerships

• Science at the basis of all decisions
• Fishers experience must be shared with scientists

– Fishers must be willing to speak
– Scientists must be willing to listen
– Increasingly positive experiences

• Industry increasingly employs its own scientists
– Industry data collection and input + participation in ICES processes
– Fishing industry holds the most and the best dataset, ready to be shared
– Industry scientists must remain independent, not become industry lobbyists

• The scientific processes will change towards more joint operations
– Complexity of questions and capacity problems 



To Conclude

• I have tried to share some experiences, not to show a blueprint
• The EU fisheries management process took 35 years and is ongoing
• Sustainable fisheries management starts with knowledge
• Sustainable fisheries management must be bottom up 
• Shared knowledge of fishers and scientists is key



To Conclude

The biggest challenge we face:

Feeding the growing global population



Thank you for your attention!
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